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Saloma's kebaya fashion becomes an inspiration 

Each time she accompanied her father to watch P. Ramlee's classic film featuring the graceful and 

well-dressed artiste, Saloma, Miss Iris Zulfa Binte Mohamad Isa, was filled with admiration for the 

legendary fashion star of the 1950s to 1960s. 

Iris, 22 years old, who graduated with a BA(Hons) Fashion Design and Textiles from LASALLE 

College of the Arts, used to be surrounded by more Chinese friends than Malays. 

However, as soon as she started a fashion course that linked textiles with culture, she began to reflect 

and explore her own identity as a Malay. 

In order to bridge her gap of alienation from Malay culture and at the same time her excitement with 

the fashion of classic Malay film stars, Iris worked on her final year project in the form of a fashion 

collection called Sunburnt Heart which presents a new perspective on Malay tradition. Iris praises 

Saloma as an evergreen Malay film fashion icon who inspires her to try to inject freshness into the 

kebaya designs. 

She combines textile techniques such as 'heat setting' and uses batik motifs to produce new digital 

patterns. 'Heat setting' is the process which places a fabric under hot temperatures for a short period 
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of time to make it a stable material and to enable it to retain its shape even after being washed and 

ironed later. 

This Sunburnt Heart clothing collection explores what kebaya is and how it suits the modern Malay 

woman's taste. 

It is also a response to current times in terms of bringing back ethnic clothing for everyday use by 

leveraging hybrid fashion. 

When contacted by Berita Harian, Iris, the second child of three siblings, who recently received her 

degree at the LASALLE College of the Arts convocation ceremony at the Singapore Expo, said: 

"I think the fashion of those days is 'cool'. Saloma and other actors sang and wore kebaya that were 

eye-catching, matching their melodious voices. It's hard to find a movie these days with such 

beautiful clothing. I thought it would be interesting if I could study about the heyday of Malay films 

– everything about the actors, films and fashion that reflects Malay culture. 

"Most of the stars of the 1960s wore modern kebayas and I don't know if such kebayas still exist 

because they are rarely seen. I considered it a good research topic to explore as a final year project. In 

addition, I wanted to discover and explore my identity as a Malay woman and how I could relate 

myself to Malay culture in today's modern era. 

"As a Generation Z youth, I can sense that everything around me is somewhat alienated from my 

own culture due to the influence of westernisation. I thought of how to unite these two aspects — 

traditional Malay fashion with modern influences." 

Among the challenges faced by Miss Iris is that there are not many physical research materials on 

Saloma’s clothing which can be found in Singapore. 

She was only able to refer to books about the artiste's clothes which are kept in archives in Malaysia. 

Online pictures are also limited. Another challenge was in sparking discussion about culture and 

modernisation or the process of westernisation which is quite controversial. 

"Some people are quite strict about tradition and feel that we should not change it but maintain and 

preserve it. I discussed with my lecturer about how this discussion could continue without offending 

anyone and how to ensure that it remains in line with the demands of Malay culture. I developed an 

implicit understanding of areas where I could not step beyond certain limits, but could still fight for 

something new and fresh. I don't want to destroy tradition. Instead, I want to reinterpret the kebaya," 

explains Iris, who is confident that traditional and modern art can coexist. 

Having completed this project, she believes that traditional art should be preserved and still needs to 

be featured. 

"However, I feel there is still room for modern art to exist together. It is important for people to 

digest modern art and not feel alienated from it. I feel that the reason why young people don't really 

appreciate cultural art is because they see it from an old perspective. They think it is only targeted at 
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the older generation. Not so, for me. Traditional art should follow the times and change according to 

the taste of the current generation," she added. 

In general, Iris experimented by looking at textile patterns and how lace as a material could be 

manipulated by cutting, separating and modifying the pattern to create a more unique lace pattern. 

This lace pattern is then digitally printed. 

Iris became interested in fashion because she was inspired by the world of fairytale fashion in the 

Barbie movie franchise. She has now returned to ignite her passion for sustainable fashion. She is 

currently an upcycling designer at The Fashion Pulpit, a thrift store that provides an alternative way 

for customers to buy upcycled clothing. 

"In addition, I also want to continue the research in my own collection because I believe it should not 

stop here. I plan to explore other Malay textiles besides batik. Our Malay art is vast. 

"I want to continue the discussion about bridging the gap between traditional and modern art. Most 

overseas brands do. Maybe it's not that prevalent in Singapore. So why don't I do it?” she adds. 


